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A NOTE FROM BRITTANY

Bonjour! I’m so happy that you’re here :)
 
I’m Brittany! I’m a producer, film maker and storytelling strategist for
heart centered entrepreneurs, artists and authors!
 
I produce films and videos and I also help my clients go from self-
betrayal to self trust, by remembering their inherent worthiness, tapping
into the truth of their core message and awakening their confidence to
show up on video.
 
I want to tell you a quick glimpse of my story before we dive in!
 
Understanding my message, connecting the dots to my why and
sharing it boldly on camera was the thing that catapulted my business
to success in 2018.
 
But let me rewind for a sec because it wasn’t a cake walk!
 
By the age of 10 my self-confidence had been completely obliterated —
between the ongoing years of aggressive bullying at school or the
abusive home environment that I lived in, growing up with shame
around who I was planted the seed for my insatiable need and desire
for self-expression and passion for branding.
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I believe our biggest struggles become our greatest gifts. So it’s no wonder I pursued a career in the public eye!
For most of my life, I operated out of a place of fear: I felt like I had to be a chameleon and please everyone. I would adapt
and change my personality based on who I was speaking to, my mood, or my level of confidence in that particular moment. I
changed my branding and messaging more than I changed my clothes on a bad hair day.
 
My lack of self-confidence left me in a perpetual brand-identity crisis. I was easily swayed and influenced by others in this
constant search for myself. I molded my business messaging into those around me and tried to emulate their brands.
 
But I soon realized that you can’t fake energy and you can’t fake confidence either!
 
When I was able to step into my power, connect the dots between all the life events that lead me to my line of work today, 
I was able to accomplish amazing things:
 
+  I built the resiliency to constantly put myself and my work out there (even when I didn’t feel like it!)
+ I hit my first 5-figure month (actually, it was a week…)
+ My story worked as a marketing tool to attract the most amazing dream clients and projects
+ I travelled to Canada, California + London to film Signature Brand Story Videos for my clients+ I was invited and featured
in over 2 dozen media outlets; from live interviews, podcasts and magazines, to a documentary even!
+ I manifested my dream home in Paris!
+ My business grew and I was able to hire team members + I found a sense of inner peace, finally understanding the bigger
picture of my life *sigh of relief*.
 
I can't wait to see what you are able to co-create with the universe after going through this mini course. Don't forget to join the
facebook sanctuary "My Next Level Self - With Brittany Hammond" to connect with me!
 
 
 

www.facebook.com/groups/2293723274068123/
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Audaciously You - Video Series Summary

2 KEY core visibility wounds that I see most
often in entrepreneurs / artists / healers who
desire to be the face of their business -
How to claim radical self-responsibility
through a practice I call radical self-honesty.
3 reasons why your signature brand story is
indispensable in your business and how to
use it in your marketing to connect to
people.

Distill your core message to it’s sweetest and
most impactful punch.
3 writing prompts to help you communicate
with your ideal clients.
4 steps to breaking down your core message

Confidence, Energy, Charisma, & VOICE On
Camera 
How to use your voice to create trust.
Curating social stories that are real, raw +
relatable
Creating a wall of fame and a confidence box.

In video 1, we talk about:

In video 2, we talk about:

In video 3, we talk about:



In the personal development world there’s often this big push to hit publish, go live, create the post, do do
do! But there’s this huge missing piece that I see most people neglecting. Social media has democratized
our ability to share our messages - anyone can put up an instagram post, publish and article, or start a
podcast. But with that comes a:

Fear of criticism - this can stem from perfectionism, and a fear of not being accepted for who you are.
This usually comes down to a very codependent dysfunctional relationship in childhood. 
A fear of indifference - not believing that we matter. Not believing that we can make an impact, not
believing that our story is important enough.

Which of these do you fear most:

  1 or 2 or both

On a scale of 1-10, how confident do you feel promoting your business publicly on social media?

 1 - 2 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7 - 8- 9- 10

On a scale of 1-10 how comfortable do you feel showing up as your most true self both in relationships
and business?

 1 - 2 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7 - 8- 9- 10

Do you find yourself sharing a “conditional” version of yourself in order to please others and keep the
peace?

Do you believe wholeheartedly that your mission and message matter?

Do you find yourself seeking external validation through likes, comments, client praise or compliments?

SHINING LIGHT ON OUR SHADOWS AND CORE WOUNDS: Which of these do you fear the
most?

+ fear of shining too bright
+ fear of being “too much”, “too loud”, “too outspoken”
+ fear your message isn’t actually important
+ fear that no one will understand you
+ fear of failing in the public eye
+ fear of being criticized, bullied
+ fear of being proven wrong, contradicted

1.

2.

VIDEO 1: VISIBILITY WOUNDS + YOUR SIGNATURE BRAND STORY
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Taking your power back means knowing what is Truth (with a capital T) to you, and
rejecting what isn’t. It means owning your brilliance and being grounded in what you stand
for. Contrary to popular belief, it isn’t confidence that will drive you...it's BELIEF in what you
stand for, and the ability to stand for something, even if you’re standing alone.
 
 
What is the WORST thing someone could say to you?
From a friend, family member, peer or client? From a stranger?
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What are you ashamed of people knowing about you?
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What do you know you need to release? What do you need to integrate?
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The answers are within you! I invite you to sit down in a quiet space and let your inner
guide speak. Take that radical self responsibility for yourself and gift yourself the discipline
of doing this work! If you need guidance or mentorship, please reach out to me in the
facebook sanctuary: My Next Level Self- With Brittany Hammond
 
2 Questions To Help You Distill Your Core Message: 
 
What do you believe that goes against the status quo? What do you rebel against within
your industry?  (This could be societal, cultural, parental programming, personal, industry
standards, etc.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What breaks your heart? 
(For me, it's that constant self betrayal — the fact that people have completely lost touch
with themselves and their ability to make decisions for themselves.)
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

VIDEO 2: YOUR CORE MESSAGE + EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION

www.facebook.com/groups/2293723274068123/
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3 Writing Prompts to Help You Communicate More Clearly With Your Ideal Client:
 
+ What does my ideal client need to believe in order to move forward?
Ie. “My soulmate client needs to understand it’s SAFE to put her message out there
and that it’s POSSIBLE to become whole again after emotional abuse”
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
+ What does my dream client need to hear most right now?
Ie. “She needs to know that reconnection to yourself is what will set you free from the
expectations of others and that she already has the key inside her.”
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
+ What do YOU want people to know that you had to learn the hard way?
Ie. “Taking radical self responsibility for my life and how I show up in business and my
art is ENTIRELY up to me. I gave MYSELF permission. And OH MY GOD, am I
ever so free now!!!!
 
 
 
 
 
 
See how I answered my questions and they all build off of each other ? 
I started to use my soul mate client’s LANGUAGE…infuse MY STORY et voilà!
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4 Steps To Write Your Core Message:
 
STEP ONE
 
What’s the OUTCOME you deliver for your client/customer? What outcome did you
achieve that taught you an important lesson?
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
STEP TWO
 
What’s the belief? What belief do they need to adopt in order to achieve the
outcome?
Limiting Belief >>> Empowered Belief 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Your client/customer has an existing belief around WHY they haven’t been able to
achieve their outcome yet. Your story will fill the gap: show it’s possible and create the
shift! One way to figure out your story’s belief statement is by answering the
BIGGEST question/concern they have about the desired outcome they want. 
You can craft your core message by responding to the BIG question.
All stories answer / explore one big question.
 
Q: How can I market my business authentically?
A: WITH STORY!
Belief: The best way to market your business with authenticity is with story.
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Your turn!
 Q:
 A:
 
 
 
 
 Q:
 A:
 
 
 
STEP THREE
 
What behaviour must they change in order to achieve the outcome that they
desire? >> Your approach, methodology, technique, system BASED on your
experience/expertise/training/education...
 
Examples: kundalini business coaching, RTT Hypnotherapy for Success, Sacred
Womb Alchemy, the H.O.T method (by Danielle Laura), holistic branding.
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STEP FOUR
 
Reconnect to your why. It starts there. Why did you get into business? 
We say frustration can be the genesis of creation. You create something, a solution, a
product, a service — in order to fill a gap or need. 
Your why is your fuel. Use these prompts to get clear:
 
I started my business/project in order to help people....
I started my business/project because I was sick of seeing….
I started my business/project because I believe that…..



TAKEAWAY #1: Create a Wall of Fame and Confidence Box.
(ie. A physical space you use to store your wins and successes)
I am the first person to IGNORE all the things I’ve accomplished in my life. My guess is
you are too. If you’re really struggling with confidence, you have have have to create new
habits in this area of your life. Begin now by listing some of the items you can put into
your own box/on your own wall, and then GO do it. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TAKEAWAY #2: 
Use Your Voice to Create Trust. (Yes, your actual voice) 
Whether you’re speaking on a podcast, a youtube video, or an IG story, your voice
reveals exactly how you’re actually feeling. So, based on what we covered in the video,
draw a line down the center of the page, and on one side, list your 'bad habits' - on the
other side, list the solution you'll implement to overcome it.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TAKEAWAY #3: Get Grounded. 
Grounding means getting into a state of connected focus. Use music, meditation, vocal
exercises, and breath to get yourself into a good place before hopping in front of the lens
or microphone! (Write the new grounding technique you'll try here!)
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VIDEO 3: Confidence, Energy, Charisma, & VOICE On Camera



After working with dozens of women over the past years, all in different industries, I noticed that
their ability to boldly share their message, show up on camera and promote their businesses came
down to four things:

Having a really strong message, but not the voice/camera presence to carry + deliver it
Having the utmost confidence and conviction in WHAT you stand for, but the message isn’t
landing with people and needs tweaking
Your ability to articulate on camera with a strong voice that instills trust + likeability
Having the courage to show up, own your brilliance and be visible

Some of the women I spoke to had a strong voice, but lacked clarity on their actual message or
brand voice...Others had a shake in their voice because they were SCARED to share their opinion,
scared of the judgement. The good news is, BOTH these things are fixable with: 
clarity, easy tweaks + vocal/on-camera exercises. This is why I teach a combination of confidence-
energy - voice - presence - message - story.
 
So, what’s the price of silence?
Business, sales, collaborations, growing your business, getting your message out there, living a
fulfilled life. (I know, because I’ve been there several times!)
 
My Questions to you:
 
+ Is your fear of showing up on camera preventing you from really showing up in a powerful
way on social media, talking about + sharing your business ?
+ Does the sound of your own voice make you cringe?
+ Do you feel extremely passionate about what you do, but can’t seem to find the words to
convey that passion + conviction?
+ Do you wish you could express yourself with more ease + flow?
 
Introducing AUDACIOUSLY YOU ON CAMERA - My 1 month voice + on camera presence
program to awaken your voice, tap into your truth, and shine on camera!
 
 

1.
2.

3.
4.
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http://www.untamedrevolution.com/audaciously-you
http://www.untamedrevolution.com/audaciously-you
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UNDERSTAND YOURSELF. 
COMMUNICATE BEAUTIFULLY. 

Let's Chat - Complimentary Call

WHAT WE COVER:
+ Awakening the power in your voice
+ Getting over codependency and the toxic need to 'please' or avoid criticism
+ Vocal techniques to communicate with confidence and conviction
+ How to captivate your audience with your presence and energy 
+ The art of storytelling and messaging that lands with people
+ Tapping into your true source of confidence, self-love, filling up your self-worthiness cup and
overcoming any beliefs holding you back from truly shining and being visible
+ Picking the defining moments + hooks in your story that create that know-like-trust factor and
truly resonate with and inspire your clients to take action.
 
TANGIBLES:
+ voice and on-camera assessment
+ three (3) sessions for creative brainstorming, voice/on-camera training, overcoming visibility
blocks
+ feedback and notes on all videos (livestreams + prerecorded)
+ feedback and notes on all content creation, script writing, story writing

I’m Taking You From: 
+ intimidated + unknown to BOLD + CONFIDENT.
+ multiple-brand personality to UNAPOLOGETICALLY YOU
+ hidden gem to DISCOVERED + FULLY BOOKED

 
 
 
Hang out with us on the socials:
 
 
 
 

Or email Brittany at hello@untamedrevolution.com

Visit our website: www.untamedrevolution.com

FACEBOOK

Join the Facebook Sanctuary: My Next Level Self - With Brittany Hammond

INSTAGRAM

www.untamedrevolution.com
www.facebook.com/iambrittanyhammond/
www.instagram.com/iambrittanyhammond/
www.facebook.com/groups/2293723274068123/
www.calendly.com/untamedproductions/complimentarycall
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